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Telephonic or online webcam-based therapy was always an option, but it was generally used by patients living far away 
from therapy centres without any access to transportation, terminally ill patients, pregnant women, or mothers of new-
born children.  

In the last 18 months, those who never had any mental health issues are now traumatized from having had COVID 
themselves or losing someone they loved to the virus. Mental health issues mushroomed in different directions  and the 
collective psyche of humankind suffered immensely.  Because of the pandemic, all healthcare institutions were forced 
to put physical distancing rules in place. Those who could visit therapy centres before the pandemic had to resort to 
online therapy. Even if face-to-face therapy was available, traveling to these centres and waiting in crowds were risky. 
This left online video calls as the only mode to access therapy. Moreover, because people were already not able to visit 
their loved ones, online therapy became a way to get emotional support as well as deal with loneliness.   

When teletherapy works well… 

When availing counselling services over the phone or video calls, the client can avoid traveling and the resulting 
disruption to their lives. They also save time and money as there is no commute required to access therapy benefits; 
video/phone calls happen from the comfort of the client's home. On the flip side, having a physical space dedicated to 
therapy may also help clients get in the mode of receiving therapy as it becomes a safe space for them to share and 
receive treatment. Clients have to take it upon themselves to arrange this space when they are at home. 

Teletherapy isn’t limited to phone or video calls. Asynchronous Messaging Therapy is also an option. It is just like chatting 
over the phone - a type of communication that many in the modern generation are so accustomed to. It introduces the 
concept of mental health care to so many new people.  

A study by Reynolds and collaborators in 2013¹ compared online therapy with face-to-face therapy across several factors. 
The SEQ (Session Evaluation Questionnaire) scores from therapists and clients in a text therapy setting were better than 
corresponding SEQ scores for face-to-face therapy, except for Arousal scores. The ARM (Agnew Relationship Measure) 
scores were also comparable for both modes. 

In another study from 2013² conducted at the University of Zurich, six therapists treated 62 patients with symptoms of 
moderate depression. They were randomly assigned any of the two therapy modes - face-to-face or online. One of the 
lead authors of the study, Professor Andreas Maercker, said “Our study is evidence that psychotherapeutic services on 
the internet are an effective supplement to therapeutic care” 

mental health 

 

Online Therapy: 
Is it a boon or bane for therapists 
Smita Gauthi 
Smita Gauthi - PhD, training psychoanalyst, practicing since the last 22 years, based in 
Ahmedabad Gujarat, India 
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In a 2014 study by Jones and collaborators³, college students in 2 universities underwent a Healthy Body Image 
programme to screen them for eating disorders. Those who were found to need a higher level of care for their eating 
disorders were more likely to seek out deeper interventions after going through a text therapy program. Megan Jones, 
PsyD and Author of this study said, “It can be a nice first step in treatment for someone who needs more intensive 
therapy.” 

If clients of any age are hesitant in seeking therapy, they can start small by scheduling an online session with a therapist 
of their choice. It challenges the perception of therapy “being too hard” because the variable of spending time and 
money on the commute is eliminated. If things go well on the first few chat sessions, clients can graduate to more 
personal settings such as a video call or even a face-to-face session. Another advantage of teletherapy is access to 
remote therapy. If a therapist suits a client’s needs but they are in different cities, they can continue consulting over 
video calls and continue reaping the benefits for as long as possible.  

Why teletherapy might not be all rainbows and butterflies… 

Some therapists might not feel comfortable in online therapy settings and some patients might need more help than 
what online therapy can provide. On a therapy video call, therapists often cannot see the full body language of the 
patient. Their judgment of the patient’s mental state is based squarely on their facial expressions and upper body in 
general. Often patients might not be comfortable turning on the camera. When in the text therapy session, none of this 
is possible and there is an additional risk of patients suspending the session midway without any clear intimation. 

There needs to be a solid protocol covering nuances of various situations in which the patient is suicidal or wants to 
engage in self-harm. We know that many psychological conditions impair patients’ self-awareness, making it hard for 
therapists to accurately gauge their patients’ mental state. There could also be situations where therapists are exposed 
to potential violations of federal and state laws due to online therapy start-ups’ risky engagement model and their 
unclear practices.  

Online therapy suffices for individuals who mostly have "external" issues to resolve but when it comes to core 
personality issues, the client needs to "act out" their aggressive/hostile/faulty behaviour pattern in a therapeutic setting. 
The client needs to “experience" the therapist in a non-judgmental, uncontaminated response. This is called 
“experiential learning” which is essential to unlearn the faulty behaviour. 

An emotional problem needs to be worked out emotionally, intellectualization is not the solution. Such deep work has 
limitations in online therapy settings. 

Online therapy is a coin with two sides… 

Today, going to a therapist is normalized just the same as going to a doctor for the common cold. The stigma has reduced 
to such an extent that people of all professions and positions in society - whether actors, politicians, or other public 
personalities - are open to using therapy as an option to improve their mental health. Governments are supporting 
therapy in different ways as well.  

COVID exacerbated mental health issues in our population and simultaneously forced us to use online therapy as it was 
the only option to not expose ourselves to the virus while seeking support from a therapist. On one hand, online therapy 
is a convenient way to access therapy. It has reminded a lot of people about the importance of mental health. Even 
those with minor anxiety issues due to social isolation (or any other issues) are now able to consider online psychological 
intervention as an option. 
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There was a sudden blink on my phone. I was not very alert and hence took some time to check it. The pdf I downloaded 
from my mail box was my RTPCR Test Report which confirmed that I was Covid Positive. Days which followed were 
indeed ‘the best of our times, and the worst of our times’, with no pun intended. I still remember the date: 1st May,2021. 
Just a day before the Election Results of the Bengal Assembly were to be declared. Why do I mention this date? It is 
because this year’s West Bengal State Assembly elections were a nerve cracking competition between two political 
powers, and both of them were smelling victory and tension together. It was, melodramatic, verbose and spectacular. 
Being born and raised in a politically vibrant atmosphere, the day of declaring the election results had always been an 
important day; it was almost like an unofficial ‘bandh’ with everything opened outside, friends gathering, debating about 
each other’s political preferences, surfing television channels, calling people in thirst of some latest scoop, and the list 
goes on. It was a Sunday and I was waiting for this celebration to begin, this time with more interest than ever before. 
But then, I was locked down – in my room, cut off from everything, everyone. 

Like double jeopardy, it seemed to be worsening the sense of isolation. When the Great Pandemic hit the world last 
year, we were all locked in our own homes. Now when this entire idea of ‘home’ got squeezed to a single room, it was 
really uncanny and weird. I want to compare these two ‘forced lockdowns’ in my own way, through my experience and 
try to share my personal strategies of dealing with them. Last year, with the announcement of the lockdown, we 
experienced different kinds of emotions.  It came as a form of entertainment initially, gradually turning into a sense of 
claustrophobia, loneliness and helplessness, and we eventually adapted to the situation, while equipping ourselves with 
the use of technology, finding a way to connect to the world outside.  

 Why was it more difficult this time? 

Yes, the physical health really mattered this time. The excruciating body ache along with high fever almost made me 
immobile. My entire family was Covid-struck, including my old parents and9-year-old niece and each one of them were 
isolated in their respective rooms. For the first few days, I would feel really cut off from the outside world. I stopped 
taking calls and browsing through social media as they were flooded with news of rising Covid cases only. This was much 
more depressing than this isolation and Covid. The ‘Covid news’ overpowered the Covid symptoms. Then there was the 
intermittent wailing of passing   ambulances! As I stay beside the Eastern Bypass connector, there was hardly any night 
when I did not suddenly wakeup to these sounds.  My fever and oxygen levels were moving in an inversely proportional 
rate. At this very juncture, I tried to find answers to a few important questions in life.  

“Why am I feeling isolated? Am I really isolated? Am I lonely?” 

This led me to address the basic difference between loneliness and isolation. I realized that loneliness is nuanced and is 
different for everyone. While isolation is more quantitative and objective loneliness is a feeling. and because it is a 
feeling, it varies widely. More than this real, physical isolation, the loneliness I felt was a result of the ‘sense of isolation’ 
which was building up in our heads, mostly self-constructed or manufactured. I paused for a moment and looked back 
to reflect on myself a couple of weeks back. With the covid cases rising during that period, it was an absolute mayhem 

 

Love in the time of Corona 

Debasish Sen Sharma  
Debasish Sen Sharma - filmmaker, theatre director and academician 
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everywhere and the medical system was almost on the verge of collapse. The civic society came forward voluntarily and 
took responsibilities to help people in crisis. I was playing a very small part in that network, where I could use my personal 
connections to build a support system for the distressed and in need. So, I was far from being socially isolated even a 
couple of days back. Then, how on the earth may have happened which made a sudden physical isolation became such 
a big issue in my life! 

I got back to social media and started my work once again. And trust me, it worked like magic! There must be many 
scholarly articles on the influence of internet on our behavior, though researches show polarized results. On one hand 
people say that internet use can lead to social isolation and other 
forms of psychological disorders, like depression and loneliness, 
while on the other hand there are those who believe that the 
Internet is a new and better medium for enabling various forms 
of communication and social relations. 

I took resort to the second one, and for the first time I realized 
the importance of the ‘Smart Phone’ as a gadget for helping with 
loneliness, depression and the ‘sense of isolation’. The moment 
I use the term ‘social media’, I realize that its most important 
function is to help people socialize.  It is very important to make 
optimum use of it. As a Covid warrior, that was my first step – to 
be part of a collective, a virtual collective primarily and then focus on strength mapping and capacity building, so that 
when it comes to voluntary services you have a strong database of people to connect with for Oxygen cylinders, RTPCR 
tests or Ambulance services in the quickest time even at odd hours. This semi-utopian parallel social universe was made 
possible just due to the large number of honest, concerned and passionate people around us.  

And there were friends – friends in need, indeed. Just a call from someone can act like magic, just a word of assurance 
from anyone can bring such healing! It is however, important to remember that it is not about mere assurance but 
physically taking up responsibilities, which makes this circle complete. It took a couple of hours for me to find a person 
to take my RTPCR test just after I posted about the requirement   on my Facebook wall, half a day to reach the RED 
Volunteers who arranged an oxygen cylinder for me and delivered it to my doorstep at midnight. My food, both lunch 
and dinner, was home-delivered everyday by a group of my friends. My medicines and taste buds were taken care of by 
a ‘didi’ of mine who herself was not physically too well. In this process, the term ‘social isolation’ becomes a misnomer 
and you find that the journey which started with your virtual activity takes a U-turn and reaches you physically. You get 
so busy acknowledging people’s help, that you lack time to be lonely. 

When such things happen in your life, you feel a sense of belonging, you feel wanted, you feel connected – you start 
living in the moment, living for the moments! 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1 
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Being an artiste in a country like India is a daily life challenge. Within the limited resources we prepare our bodies, 
practice every day to get on the floor and drown in our own sweat. Armed with bare minimum weapons, with the 
burning desire to dance in our hearts, we step into the rehearsal hall, own the stage. We dedicate 7 to 8 hours almost 
every day to dance.  

Before the pandemic hit us this was our regime. This was our life.  

As a preforming artiste, I have never experienced anything more challenging and shattering than the pandemic. I 
returned from Mumbai after delivering a power-packed performance at NCPA in March 2020, and then the pandemic 
took over. That was when I last danced on stage. That was the last time when blood 
rushed through my veins in full rigor. What exactly changed? Everything changed. The 
idea of dance, space, body, mind, the world in and around me -nothing remained the 
same. The pandemic destroyed a bit in each one of us. 

The first lockdown was so sudden that we didn’t know how to react. We were not 
prepared to live it, navigate through it. A virus just pushed the world into a box and we 
got entrapped in it. It was horrific and traumatic. Everything stopped around me, 
leaving no space to dance, no hope for me!  Me, my guru, my colleagues, my other 
friends - all of us were detached physically from each other. The shared physical space, 
the shared bodily synchrony that bound us together was suddenly lost and we did not 
know how to rebuild our bonding without physicality.  

Would we survive? That was the primary question. Everyone was clueless! My Odishi 
repertory classes, dance classes, stage shows, workshops, meetings with friends and 
colleagues, dance tours across the country, and even my ‘me time’ – everything that I 
called mine - was snatched from me overnight. Life was completely shut down. My body felt shackled and my mind lost 
its freedom. 

The biggest challenge that I faced was with my body. Slowness crept in, in forced confinement. My body was losing its 
power, vitality and strength.  The fear of losing the capacity of my body, that I had built so painstakingly over the years, 
by pushing its limits unforgivingly was unbearable. I started slipping into depression thinking of it. What would happen 
to me if this body was gone! All the bodily skills and finesse of movement that I had acquired through rigorous practices 
over the years would be gone! I could not let it happen, but I was helpless. Days started to grow longer; feelings of 
desperation started to heighten. I wanted to go to the dance floor, enter the stage, the rhythm of mardala was ringing 

arts 

 

A Life Changing Journey 

Monamy Nandy  
Monami Nandy - Odissi dancer, movement therapy practitioner 

 

Fig. 2 
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inside my head. The body was desperate, but I couldn’t. Many dancers started to post their dance-videos made in the 
interiors, on social media platforms. I asked myself, “Should I also try this?”  But I was not convinced. “Did I have the 
resources?” Partly yes, but did I really want to dance like that in front of a bed, beside a closed window? I was not sure, 
and was sinking inside. It was a strange emotional journey for me, when I detested dance for not being able to perform 

“Fight back! You have to fight back”, I started hearing this somewhere inside my head, inside my heart. I started talking, 
sharing my anxieties with a few persons who could help me to come back. Sharmila di, my guru stood as a source of 
inspiration in this journey. I observed her and learnt from the way she was dealing with the situation. She started to 
compose new pieces with completely new dimensions in the confinement of home, which gave me motivation. I started 
to reach out. I started taking online classes for women, focusing on their mental and physical wellbeing without charging 
any fees. I considered that to be my contribution as an artiste in the time of long lockdowns- to help women come to 
terms with physical confinement and lack of mobility. Many joined in, some of them continued, while the rest left.  It 
was like being able to breathe after ages. I finally discovered a way out to deal with isolation. And that was through 
dance.  

Virtual performance already became popular and many dancers were taking part in online recitals, but my apprehension 
did not go away. The creative artistes in our country are not paid properly and online performances re-established the 
practice of free performances. We are taught not to discuss about payment for performance, as creative labor has always 
been considered a kind of duty, a labor of love, untouched by the corruption of money. But that’s a real form of 
exploitation as I look at it. When we, the performers needed economic support most, when the auditoriums were shut 

down for an infinite period of time during the pandemic, we were being asked 
to dance online for free. My position was very clear. This is the time when we 
need monetary support most and no one can exploit my creative resources.  

I feel that classical dance is an organic form of performance. The direct 
interaction and communication with the audience brings out the essence of 
the dance-form and the dancer. First, we lost performing with live music played 
by the musicians, and then we lost the live audience to the pandemic. We lost 
the live physical space. 

In the meantime, dance as a physical performative form was changing its 
meaning and form by entering into the virtual mode. We started dancing for 
the camera lens, using technology to felicitate online classes.  But I continued 

to miss the stage, the adrenalin rush, the nervousness, and the final triumph at the time of reaching the climax of ecstasy.  

But I strongly believe that performing art will survive, and so will the artists. In the last one and a half years, my routine 
has changed. I am now trying very hard to get back the elasticity of body, its power and my creative mind. I am trying to 
think through technology to ideate new work, create new expressions, and connect with new artists from different 
fields.  

Nothing has remained normal anymore. What matters now is how we can adapt to new situations, new devices and 
new strategies. Things may not be the same as it were. But there should be healing. And I pray. I pray that we re-connect 
soon. We get back to life soon. I tried to read a lot, watched a lot – films, dance performances - in physical confinement. 
That should reflect in my idea of dance. A new form of dance should evolve from within me. 

 

Fig. 3 
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How does it feel to be part of the teaching profession for over 40 years? What prompted you to become a teacher? 

The present concept of career counselling or career guidance was not heard of in the 1970s. Parents were mere 
caregivers.  Everyone just fell into professions naturally, at least that is what had happened with my professional life. I 
always dreamt of becoming a doctor, while teaching the younger cousins in a huge joint family was a reality. Since then, 
teaching seemed to be in my blood. My grandfather, a landlord of Osmanpur, in present Bangladesh, had left his official 
work to ‘Nayeb-dadu’ and my very efficient grandmother to live in Nepal and teach the children of the king there. On 
the other hand, my mother was a teacher at Loreto Bowbazar, breaking the traditional protocol of the Indian joint family. 
(40 heads for each meal), where women were destined to be homemakers for life.  

Just after completing Graduation with English Honours, when one of the nuns called me to join as a teacher in Loreto 
Dharamtala, I postponed going to college for completing my B.Ed and chose to start teaching instead. Since then (1977), 
there was no looking back. Teaching became my passion. My motto was to nurture my students with love, patience and 
care. 

What kind of challenges did you face in the personal/ professional sphere in this long journey?  

My life was a challenge since day one. As soon as I got a job, my mother was forced to get me married as per orders 
from the head of the family, my grandmother.  Then began the roller coaster ride. Both personal and professional lives 
progressed simultaneously.  Academic qualifications had to be enhanced (B.Ed, MA in English, short training courses in 
Computers, and so on). I began excelling in my profession and received recognition as a dedicated and compassionate 
teacher. Parallel shifts were happening in my personal life too. My roles changed from being the quintessential daughter-
in-law in a Bengali joint family to a mother. I feel surprised as to how I managed to hold up during that phase of my life, 
whenever I look back. It was my complete faith in my Maker and His love, that helped me to tackle the challenges so 
well. I got abundant love and respect from seniors, colleagues, students, guardians, friends and relatives while my motto 
was to serve with love. 

What kind of rewards did you receive from the work which kept you going despite the challenges?  

It is said that receiving accolades and appreciation make work easier. Though I got plenty of tangible rewards and 
certificates, including Lifetime Achievement Award by Telegraph, Achievement Award as a Successful teacher from 
Anglo Indian Association, to name a few, the most precious reward was the love, respect and reverence showered on 
me by my seniors, colleagues, subordinates, students, guardians, friends and relatives.  It was the depth and magnitude 
of their love that made me who I am. 

education 

 

Education during COVID times: 
A conversation with Anindita Dasgupta 
Anindita Dasgupta - retired teacher from Loreto Dharamtala, Kolkata 
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How do you think the impact of COVID has been different across the wide cross-section of students you have worked 
with? 

Nobody had given the world an inkling of the devastation that the world was about to face, with the onset of terror 
called Covid 19. The pandemic has taken millions of lives, devastated families, and destroyed the livelihoods of a 
considerable part of the world’s population.  

The seniors, either lost their lives or are bound to their homes, under the threat of disease and death. The situation is 
no longer conducive for children to blossom naturally. The simple joys of childhood, and their education are at stake. 

As a result of long-term Lockdown, the children and adults have been 
forced to be cooped up together. Socialising outside the family is thus 
greatly compromised. 

The children belonging to affluent or middle-class families are now 
totally dependent on mobiles and laptops as these devices are now 
essential in order to keep up with academics. In the past two years, they 
have become quite addicted to these devices. Conversely, the current 
situation has left a large number of children belonging to the lower 
socio-economic strata of society unable to access quality education, as 
their parents cannot afford smart phones. Many children have been 
compelled to start working as the family’s financial situation has 
worsened during COVID times 

Tell us a little about the nature of your work as a home coordinator at 
one of the Red-light areas in the city? 

After retirement in 2015, as I still felt active and energetic, I wanted to 
lend my services to that marginalized section of society which is always 
neglected and hushed up. I joined as a Resource Teacher, with a team 
of 5 teachers and 1 special educator and started working at the Red-Light areas in Kalighat, Chetla and Kidderpore, in 
collaboration with Sarva-Siksha Mission. The objective was to improve the children’s health and education, to identify 
children with special needs or children who were abused in their homes. Appropriate interventions included 
encouraging them to attend school, helping them with books and stationery, arranging food and medicines with support 
from an NGO and so on. 

On 3rd January 2017 a shelter home was started in Behala with 18 girls from various red-light areas and I was appointed 
as the superintendent. My job responsibilities included documentation as well as over-all training of the children, 
equipping them with appropriate academic and social skills, in a manner that would them to adapt to life as a part of 
mainstream society.  

The guardians, who were engaged in sex-work, were also given regular training to help them choose an alternative 
occupation for themselves.  By January 2020, 12 out of 18 guardians had relocated to other occupations like, domestic 
help, tailor's assistant and helpers at parlours. 

Children had changed completely, with the help of regular meditation, yoga, pranayama and prayers. They received 
opportunities to explore their talents and in-built potential.  They were learning to behave in a socially-appropriate 
manner and were also doing well academically. They could dance, sing, draw, colour, and be their spontaneous, innocent 

Fig.4 
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selves. Most importantly, they had learned to live together in a cooperative manner without fighting or abusing each 
other. 

What inspired you to defy the conventional notions about life post-retirement and continue working under such 
challenging circumstances? What new challenges did the COVID situation bring about in your work? 

As if changing the life pattern of these children was not enough of a challenge, life threw open, yet another challenge in 
the form of the Covid 19 Pandemic. 

My age and the lockdown situation did not permit me to leave Home for days and months. Regular counselling by the 
counsellor was not possible. Though the children managed to hold on to their inherent goodness for a while, but 
gradually began to revert to the unhealthy patterns of behaviour. Life for them had become very difficult in the absence 
of good role-models and mentors. The COVID situation compelled me to take a step back, and hand over the charges to 
a younger person for the good of the children 

What long term consequences do you think the crisis would have with respect to the holistic development of the 
child’s psyche, and what kind of interventions should we be looking at, to help them cope? 

The only way to protect our children during these dark times is parent and teacher intervention. Parents need to spend 
quality time with their children. They need to take the initiative to help develop soft skills among their children. Many 
of the students are slipping into depression in the face of an uncertain future. 

 In this situation, the government authorities and key stakeholders also have to come forward with helping hands. The 
present situation is taking a toll on these innocent minds. The dire need of the hour is to allow the children to go to back 
school, have plenty of opportunities to engage in outdoor activities. They also need rigorous counselling by professional 
therapists in order to realize their true potential and continue to grow. We, as educators have to take responsibility and 
find constructive solutions to help our children. 
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" কউ যিদ বিশ খায়, খাওয়ার িহেসব নাও, কননা অেনক লাক ভাল কের খায় না" 

গােনর কথা হেলও আমােদর রাজকার চারপােশর ছিব বেল দয় এর াসি কতা কতটা। প াে িমক- লকডাউন য এই ছিবটােক আরও কট 

কেরেছ, তা বলাই বা ল । গতবছেরর পিরযায়ী িমকেদর দীঘপথ হাঁটার িতটা পদে েপ আরও দৃ  হেয়েছ এই ভদােভেদর কথা। কেরানায় 

যমন অেনেকর কাজ চেল গেছ, তমনই, যাঁেদর রাজগার িতিদেনর িহেসব মেন হয়, তাঁেদর ে  উপাজেনর পথ দু হ। সই তািগেদই 

কলকাতার বা পি মবে র অেনক জায়গায়  হেয়েছ মজীবী ক াি ন।  মূেল  খাবার পৗঁেছ যাে  মানেুষর জন  এই সকল যৗথ হঁেশল 

থেক। 

এরকম খবর বা ছিব েলা গত বছর থেকই আমার আটেপৗের জীবেন বশ ছাপ ফেলিছল। তেব বিশরভাগ ে ই, সাধারণ মধ িবে র হােত 

পি েলর মতন কের ধরা থােক দঃুখ ও শ া, দইুই। কািভেডর এই ি তীয় ঢউ যখন সেব আছেড় পড়েছ, ভােটর রজা  ইত ািদর অেপ ায় 

লকডাউন িগত, অন ান  কাজ সমান তােল চলেলও, আস  িবপযয় িনেয় সকেল । সটা এি ল মাস। বাঙািল দাল, নতুন বছর, দীঘ 

ইিনংেসর ভাট ইত ািদ িনেয় জজিরত ও মুখিরত। সই সময় আমার শরীর থেক সদ  কািভড িবদায় িনেয়েছ, অসীম দবুলতা, তেব বািড় 

আবার াভািবক ছে  িফরেছ, অিফস যাে । আর, এসেবর মােঝই সাশ াল িমিডয়া ভের উঠেছ হসিপটােলর বড আর অি েজেনর 

হাহাকাের। মা  কিদেনর মেধ  ছিবটা যন রাতারািত  বদেল গিছল। সারা দশ জেুড় এেকর পর এক ভয়ানক ছিব, নানান াে  'িলড' পৗঁেছ 

দওয়ার উ াদনা আর এইসেবর সে  আমােদর শষ দ'ুদফার ভাট-পব- স 

এক অি র উ াদনা। 

এইরকমই, ২৭-এ এি ল, মা অিফেস, আমার ওয়াক ম হােমর 

(িডকশনািরেত সবেচেয়  এই শে র) মেধ  মু মু  মেসজ আসেছ কখনও 

িদি  থেক, কখনও কলকাতা থেক, অে র মতন যা যা অি েজেনর স ান 

আেছ, ফেরায়াড কের যাি । ঘুেমােত যাওয়া থেক ঘুম ভাঙা- এই একই কাজ 

চেলেছ মাগত। বশ অেনেক িমেল জাট বঁেধ কােজ নামেছ বড আর 

িসিল ার জাগােড়। এসেবর মেধ ই মা’ ক মেসজ কের বসলাম পেনেরা 

জেনর দেুবলার খাবার রা া করেত পারেবন িক না জানেত চেয়। মা ভাবতই 

হতবাক, বেলন, বািড় এেস কথা বলেবন। কন জািন না, মেন হি ল বারবার, 

য, সময় ব  কম। বললাম, একটু ভেব এ ু িন জানাও, নাহেল দির হেয় যােব। তেব, মন বেলিছল বা অনুমান কেরিছলাম, মার স িত 

আেছ। তাই পরবতী এক ঘ ার মেধ  একটা পা ার বািনেয় সাশ াল িমিডয়ােত িদেয় দওয়া হল। ইংেরিজেত লখা িছল, উ র কলকাতায় 

in community 

 

একা িদেনর গরম ভাত 

াব ী ঘাষ  
Srabasti Ghosh – a performance activist and Independent researcher 

 

Fig. 5 
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কািভড আ া  ও হাম আইেসালেন থাকা মানষুজন খাবােরর জন  যাগােযাগ করেত পােরন। িদেন পেনেরা-জেনর খাবার পৗঁেছ দওয়া 

হেব িবনামূেল , সে  ফান ন র। িনেমেষর মেধ  অসংখ  মানেুষর মেধ  ফান আসেত থােক। সংখ া বাড়েত বাড়েত প াশ জেনর দেুবলা, 

মােন ায় ১০০ জেনর খাবার রা া হেত থােক বািড়েত। ২৮েশ এি ল থেক পরবতী একা  িদেন বািড়র চহারাটাই যন বদেল যায়।   

সিদন িবেকল থেক বািড়েত এক অেঘািষত উৎসেবর ছিব, উৎসাহ আর উ ীপনা জার একমা  রসদ। আিম-মা-বাবা- আমােদর িতনজেনর 

এই িটেমর তখন বাজার করা থেক বােজট বানােনা আরও কত কাজ। আমােদর ছা  বািড়েত তখন কম কের পাঁচবার ভােতর হাঁিড় বসেছ, 

নানা জায়গা থেক জাগাড় হেয়েছ িবরাট কড়াই, গামলা, হাতা। রাখার জায়গা, অিতির  কউ বািড় এেল বসার জায়গা- কান িকছুই 

কুিলেয় উঠেছ না যন, িক  সই অ তুলতার মেধ ই এক অ ুত তৃি র 

াদ িছল মানষুজেনর সু  হেয় ওঠার ফান কেল। আমার মা খাওয়ােত, 

রা া করেত বরাবর পছ  কেরন, সখােন এতজন অেচনা মানষুেক এমন 

অসমেয় খাবার িদেত পারার পের মােয়র মুেখ এক অ ুত শাি  দেখিছ। 

সখােন িতিদেনর এই একেশা জেনর রা ার াি  আেছ, তােক 

ছািপেয় গেছ পিরতৃি । তার মেধ  পিরবেত কান িকছু পাওয়ার 

আকা া নই, ধু আেছন িকছু অেচনা মানুষ, যাঁেদর সে  কখনও 

কাথাও দখা হয়িন, হয়ত হেবও না। সখােন সাহােয র গিরমা বা 

দাি কতা নই, গরম ভােতর গ  ভাগ কের নওয়া আেছ। আেছ, 

আ িরকভােব সু তা কামনা, আর অপরপে র েভ া আর 

আশীবাদ।  

কেরানা আমােদর অেনক িকছু কেড় িনেলা যমন, শখালও কম িকছু না। অপিরিচেতর জন  হাত বাড়ােনার য িশ া ু েলর নীিতিশ া ােস 

বা বািড়েত মূল েবাধ তিরর পাঠ িছল, তা হােতকলেম কের দখােনার সেুযাগ কের িদল এই সময়টা, এও একধরেনর অভ াস। এই দঃুসময় 

কেট যােবই, ধ ুঅিভ তার ঝুিল ভের থেক যােব একা  িদন, মােয়র ম, আমােদর যৗথ হঁেশল।  
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র  থেকই  করা ভােলা । স এক িব ৃত যুেগর কািহনী । আমার জ  আসােমর িডগবয় শহের । অেয়ল টাউন, আপার আসােমর  

ছা  অথচ ছিবর মেতা সু র একিট পাহাড়ী জনপদ। আসাম তখন সাত ভােগ িবভািজত হয়িন। তখন আসােমর রাজধানী িছল িশলং। 

ভারেতর উ র পূব িদেক  অবি ত আসােমর িডগবয়  শহেরর িক  তখন বশ  িছল। কারণ ,আমার যতদরূ মেন আেছ ঊনিবংশ শতা ীর 

শেষর িদেক আিব ৃ ত হয় ড অেয়ল। েম তল কূপ খনেনর সে  সে  িরফাইনািরও তির হয় এবং সম  এশীয় দশ িলর মেধ  একমা  

িডগবয় িছল পে াল সরবরােহর মূল ক  ।একটা ছা  শহেরর মানেুষরা যমন হয়,আমরাও েত েকই েত কেক তখন িচিন। সকেলর সে ই 

িছল সহজ সরল স ক। ছা  জায়গা তা, তাই এক িনিবড় আ ীয়তা। তখন পাবিলক যানবাহনও িছল না। বািড়র গািড়েত িকংবা 

সাইেকেলই যাতায়াত করেতন সকেল । ু েল,কেলেজও সই ভােবই যেত হেতা আমােদর, িক  আমরা মােটও সইভােব যতাম না।  পােয় 

হঁেট যেতই আমরা পছ  করতাম। স ভারী মজা হেতা! রা ার একপাশ িদেয়, বণী দিুলেয় ,কাঁেধ ব াগ ঝুিলেয় গ  করেত করেত যতাম 

ু েল। একই ু েল পড়তাম সকেল। আসাম অেয়ল কা ািন গালস ুল। ছেলেদর জন  িছল পৃথক ুল।অেনক ব ু র মেধ  িমনুও িছল 

একজন। ভােলা নাম িমনিত দাস। সাত ভাইেয়র এক বান চ া যন। কিজ থেকই ওর সে  আমার ব ু । একই সে  ু েল যাবার 

স ী,পড়ােশানাও একইসে  ।একটু বড় হেতই বুঝেত পারলাম,িমনু আমার খুবই ি য় ব ু  হেয় উেঠেছ। তার কারণও আেছ। ও ওর দাদােদর 

সে  অেনক িহি ,বাংলা িসেনমা দখার সিুবধা পেতা। যটা আমরা পাইিন,কারণ আমােদর িহি  বা বাংলা সবরকম ছিব দখাই িনিষ  িছল। 

ু েল যাতায়ােতর পেথ ওেক চেপ ধরতাম গ  বলার জন ,এবং গ  শানার আকষেণ পথ যত অিচেরই শষ হেয়। 

িমনু বশ ল া িছল । মাথায় িছল এক ঢাল কােলা মেঘর মেতা চুল। দা ণ গান গাইত িমনু। খুব সু র গােনর গলা িছল। সর তী পুেজার 

সময় ওর ল া চুেলর েম পড়েতা অেনেকই।  ওই চুল সকেলরই দিৃ  আকষণ করেতা। আমােদর ছা  শ ের জীবেনর রিঙন আন েলা 

িনেয় আমরা বড় হি লাম।এভােবই ুল ফাইনাল পাশ কের আমরা কলকাতায় পড়েত এলাম। একই কেলজ,একই হাে ল, িক  িবষয় িভ । 

মও গেলা আলাদা হেয়। দখা হত ডাইিনং হেল, ািড েম অথবা কেলেজর কিরেডাের। াজেুয়শেনর পর আমরা সবাই আলাদা হেয় 

গলাম। িমনুর িবেয় হেয় গল বধমােনর এক িবশাল পিরবােরর জ  পুে র সে । িবেয়র পরই ওর ঘােড় এক িবশাল পিরবােরর দািয়  এেস 

পাড়েলা। তার মেধ  িদেয় িমনু েম পাকা িগি  হেয় উঠেলা। ওেদর বািড়েত িনয়ম কের কালী পেজা হেতা। সই বািড়র বড় বৗমা হেয় িমনু 

েম সাংসািরক আবেত হািরেয় যেত লাগেলা । যাগােযাগ ীণ হেত হেত এেকবাের িছ  হেয় গল একসময়। আিমও পা - াজেুয়শন 

কের িনেজর আবেত ঢুেক গিছ ততিদেন। 

তারপর ায় ি শ বছর পর আবার যাগােযাগ। আবার জেম উঠেলা ফানালাপ। ামীসহ বধমান থেক একিদন আমার বািড়েত দখা করেতও 

এেলা। স িক আন ! িক গ  ! সই ছেলেবলার কথা িক এত সহেজ শষ হয়! সই আনে র িদনটা আজও আমােক কের তােল ৃিত 

unsung tales 

 

িমন:ু ছাটেবলার দাসর  

ছ া হ  
Chhanda Guha - a passionate practitioner of mental health 
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মদরু।এরমেধ  একিদন উি  গলায় িমনুর ফান এেলা। জানলাম, বাে র টাটা ই িটিটউেট ওেক চেল যেত হে  িচিকৎসার জন । চলেলা 

কেমা, িচিকৎসা। কথা হেতা িনয়িমত। বশ ভােলাই চলিছল িচিকৎসা।  বুঝেত পারিছলাম,ওর গলার র বশ উৎফু  ।  

এরই মােঝ  হল লকডাউন। িমনুর কেমা ব  

হল।ডা ার ওেক বধমােন িনেজর বািড়েত িফের যেত 

বলেলন। বধমােন িফের ওর িচিকৎসা িক  বশ িত  

হেলা। কেমা ব  হেত, বশ কেয়ক মাস কবল ওষেুধর 

উপের রইেলা। মইল বা ফােনও বাে র ডা ােরর সে  

যাগােযাগ করেত পােরিন ওরা। বশ কেয়ক মাস পের, ক  

কের গািড় ভাড়া কের বধমান শহের এেস ডা ার দিখেয় 

, মাটামিুট একটা কেমা নওয়ার িটন তির হল। 

এমতাব ায়,আিমও ওর   মানিসক  জার িফিরেয় আনেত 

ায়ই কথা বলতাম ফােন। ছাটেবলার সখু- ৃিত ওর মেনর 

মঘ কািটেয় িদি ল।  ও খুিশ হেতা,আন  পেতা। আমরা 

দইু সখী এই দরুােরাগ  ব ািধেক ছাটেবলার গে  ভুিলেয় রাখতাম। ওর একটাই  িছল আমার কােছ," হ াঁের ছ !ু আিম ভােলা হেয় যােবা 

তা?" আিম মেন ােণ িব াস করতাম য ও ভােলা হেয় যােব। তাই এটা কানও িমথ া আ াস িছল না আমার। 

একিদন সকােল ওর ফান। বলেলা,"জািনস তা, ডা ার বেলেছন,আমােক আর কেমা িনেত হেব না। আিম  বাধহয় ভােলা হেয় যাি  ", 

বশ খুিশয়াল   গলার ের বলেলা িমনু। িক  কািভেদর  গ টা িছল অন ।ওর বািড়েত ফান কের জানলাম,ডা ারবাবু ওর ামীেক আলাদা 

ডেক ওেক কেমা িদেত আনেত বারণ কেরেছন ,কারণ আর কেমা দওয়া স ব নয়।বুঝ ত পারলাম সবই।  আিম বুঝেত পারিছলাম,িমনুর 

চেল যাবার সময় এিগেয় আসেছ। আিম ফােন গ  করতাম, ওর গলার র কমন িঝিমেয় যাি েলা। ধীের ধীের ওর কথা বলাই গেলা ব  

হেয়। এবং একিদন সম  ব ন িছ  হেয় গেলা। কািভদ  জন এক মুহূেত, এক কথায়,এক ঝাপটায় আমার ছাটেবলাটাই িদেয় গেলা মুেছ। 
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The workshop titled “Faculty Development Programme- Module 1” was a full day training programme. It was held on 
18th March 2021, at Palm Avenue, Kolkata. The module was designed for the faculty members of Oxford Public School 
in Sono, Bihar. The project was lead by Sayan Sarkhel and 
the moderators were Sayan Sarkhel, Somdatta 
Chattopadhyay and Dr. Jhuma Basak. The workshop began 
with a formal introduction of Mira Centre for Innovation 
(MCI) and its areas of work by the Founder-Director Dr. 
Jhuma Basak, followed by the participants introducing 
themselves.  

The module was primarily divided into 8 sections. While the 
section on “Classroom Management” touched upon the 
use of effective rapport building strategies in the 
classroom, “Know your student better” aimed to acquaint 
the participants with the different learning styles used by 
students. 

Strategies for effective teaching included the use of Audio-Visual aids, Story-telling, Debating, Games and Roleplays, all 
of which are known to contribute significantly in cultivating intellectual and oratory application skills in students. The 
highlight of this session was a riveting recitation by Arun Shekhar, elucidating the exemplary courage of Rani Lakshmibai 

in battle, which the participants seemed to enjoy 
thoroughly.  

While the section on Nurturing Creative Pursuits and 
Athletic Abilities elaborated on how introducing sports and 
cultural events into the school curriculum can contribute to 
a holistic development of the child’s psyche, the section on 
Time Management in the Classroom included discussions on 
the use of weekly lesson plans, dividing the topic into 
workable units, and prioritizing as per significance. 

The Technical Skill Development session, demonstrated the 
use of MS Word, PowerPoint and MS Excel using a 
collaborative ‘hands-on’ approach with the participants. 
Likewise, the section on “Being a Mentor” was a discussion 

on who a mentor is and the role that he/she plays in handling emotional conflicts and career related concerns among 
students. The importance of using Reward Systems with students was also explained to the participants. The workshop 
drew to a close with an Open House discussion, followed by handing out small tokens of appreciation to the participants.  

happenings 

Faculty Development Programme 

Fig. 8 

Fig. 9 
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It was an extremely enriching experience for us at Mira Centre for Innovation, though some of the content had to be 
modified/omitted keeping in mind the receptive capacity of the participants, and more time had to be allotted towards 
rapport building activities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 



While acknowledging the importance of the virtual
medium in initiating therapy, the possibility of a
breach of exclusivity in the dyadic exchange could
not be negated. It was concluded that the therapist
and patient must collaborate and revisit existing
ethical norms to suit the needs of present times.

This lecture focussed on the changing nature of
transference in the online setting, and ways to
negotiate with the difficulties, keeping in mind
the best interests of the care-seeker. Despite

efforts to establish virtual therapy as an aspect of
co-presence, the aspect of corporeal bonding
between analyst and patient within the analyticbetween analyst and patient within the analytic

frame was emphasized 

Date:11-Dec-20

Topic:

Relocating the Couch During COVID Times

Speaker: Dr. Jhuma Basak 

Date: 29-Jan-21

Topic: Navigating through the Quandaries of Virtual Analysis –

A Beginning

Speakers: Dr. Debatree Mukherjee
Dr. Jhuma Basak in Conversation with Ms. Somdatta Chattopadhyay



Date: 13-Mar-21

Topic: I am Heathcliff- The darker undertones of a relationship from
the eyes of Catherine’s point of view: Exploring the fantasy of “The
Heathcliff” in all of us.
Guest speaker: Prof Kaveri Dutt

Date: 15-May-21

Topic:

Stories of Containment at a time of loss

Speaker: Dr. Jhuma Basak 

Date: 17-Jul-21

Topic: A Performer’s Mind 

Guest speaker: Debasish Sen Sharma

This lecture highlighted the themes of violence, oppression
and savagery in the novel Wuthering Heights by Emily Bronte.
Questions were raised as to whether education has truly
been able to contain the savage in us, and whether the
polarity of genteel civility and barbaric brutality coexist in
all of us- Hence the pressing question, “Are we all
Heathcliff?”Heathcliff?”

The primary focus here was to decode the
performer’s quest for truth in the apparently
illusory, make-belief world of performance. The
performer’s challenge therefore lies in his ability
to create believability in the moment. 

This virtual session was conceived to be a
mutually containing exchange at a time struck by

grief and despair. It was discussed that, the
anguish, unless transformed into a process of

transgenerational sharing, causes us to linger in a
vicious cycle of pain and dejection. Hence, an

attempt was made to create a safe, holding spaceattempt was made to create a safe, holding space
for one another. 
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gallery 

“I am Heathcliff” 

Speaker: Prof Kaveri Dutt 

A Performer’s Mind 
Speaker: Debasish Sen Sharma 
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Celebrating Saraswati 2021 
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fun corner 

did you know? 

 

fun fact 
 There are 1,200 new words that have 

been added to the German lexicon in the 
last year, according to the Leibniz Institute 

for German Language - the majority of 
which bear some relation to the 

coronavirus pandemic. Coronafußgruß is a 
pandemic-inspired greeting where two 
socially distanced people tap their feet 

together.  

zoom fatigue Syndrome  
is characterised by tiredness, 
worry, or burnout associated 

with the overuse of virtual 
platforms of communication. 
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